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A MATTER OF WHO

From the M.G.M. Film
'A MATTER OF WHO'

Piano Arrangement by
DAVID SHERRIFF

Words and Music by
BOB RUSSELL

Moderato (with a Beat)

A MAT-TER OF WHO has the key to your heart, Who-e-v-er the

who he has kept us a - part. A matter of who else is there in your

heart in my hair. In a mat-ter of time as a mat-ter of
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fact. Will matter that I'm getting into the act. For there will be

love showing thru', leaving room just for two. A MATTER OF

WHO? A matter of you and me.

Interlude

A MATTER OF

WHO but they tell me its whom, I tell them its you should I tell them its
And whether its who or its whom you sure light up a room 'cause you always look good but they say you look well. And well that they should tho' its good they can tell our happiness lays is it lies? Same thing otherwise wise. A matter of who? A matter of you and me.